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5contemporary CHAT meets Bourdieu’s sociology

6Julian Williams

7
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9

10Abstract Empirical work has shown how mathematics education exhibits certain tensions
11between its value as being practically useful to production and consumption on the one
12hand and in offering access to scarce resources on the other hand. These tensions can be
13ultimately traced to the contradictions in the way mathematical knowledge enhances the use
14value and exchange value of labour power, respectively. To understand this as a social
15psychological phenomenon, I look to two well-known theoretical perspectives on
16education, first that of the Marxist psychology of Vygotsky and activity theory (and
17contemporary cultural–historical activity theory) which I find tends to marginalise
18‘exchange value’. Second, I look to Bourdieu’s sociology of education that tends to
19marginalise the use value. I then bring together these two perspectives in a joint theory of
20education as both development and re-production of labour power, in which use and
21exchange value both have their place (in commodity production). This helps explain where
22mathematics education might be critical.

23Keywords Value . Use value . Exchange value . Cultural–historical activity theory .

24Bourdieu . Critical mathematics education
25

261 Introduction

27Some of our research team’s empirical research provoked us to question the values of those
28engaged in mathematics education and particularly the conflicts between different kinds of
29values, such as its value in practical use, its purchasing power or ‘currency’ and the
30enjoyment of mathematics. Examples of the sort of tensions I have in mind include those
31between becoming practically competent on the one hand and passing tests on the other,
32enjoying the subject as an interesting or aesthetic experience versus studying mathematics
33‘to get ahead in life’, learning mathematics cooperatively with others versus competing
34against and besting one’s fellows, mathematics as right–wrong or ‘black-and-white’ versus
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35mathematics being open to discussion and diverse views, learning procedures ‘by heart’
36versus understanding them via the mathematical concepts on which procedures are based
37and so on. Specifically, in our research into adolescent students’ mathematical experiences,
38identities and practices in transition between compulsory schooling and university we found
39repeatedly that ‘use’ and ‘exchange’ categories seemed helpful concepts (see, for example,
40Williams et al., 2009 and more at Transmaths.org).
41This paper then seeks to understand the values of ‘use’ and ‘exchange’ in mathematics
42education and looks to two central theorisations of education as social practice in the
43literature: First, there is that of the activity theory of Vygotsky, Leontiev and later adoptees
44such as Engestrom; second, there is the sociology of Bourdieu. The former provides a very
45strong perspective on education as a ‘useful’ social activity whose outcomes are
46(normatively) the development of the psyche, especially the development of adolescents
47into adults through their development of adult personalities, including their intellectual and
48emotional capacities (including the disposition and capacity for theoretical and mathematical
49thinking). This view is largely unburdened with a notion of exchange value or of the wider
50sociology of education. Lately, those working in this perspective recognised the contradictions
51inherent within and between educational and other practices due to use-exchange contra-
52dictions. I will argue that these all arise from the central contradiction between the use and
53exchange value of the commodity “labour power” in capitalism and the place of education in its
54(re-)production (see Williams, 2011a).
55On the other hand, Bourdieu emphasises exchange values or what he calls ‘cultural
56capitals’ in fields, such as ‘educational capital’ in the educational field, and identifies this
57with class re-production: In this view, failure in mathematics is as essential as success, and
58competition and ‘playing the game’ (with the different cards that our class upbringing deals
59us) is universal. But Bourdieu does not have much space for the concept of ‘use’; relations
60of power for him are based on a cultural arbitrary, and the usefulness (e.g. of mathematics)
61is of minor importance to this sort of power.
62By seeing the value of mathematics as embedded in labour power, I will bring together
63the use and the exchange concepts, and I will suggest that we can draw on both CHAT and
64Bourdieu within a single perspective. The tensions alluded to before are now revealed as
65refractions (in the educational field) of underlying contradictions between the use value and
66exchange value of labour in the economy and hence of class contradictions. The
67explanation for the ebb and flow of educational practice, between progressive and back-
68to-basics tendencies, is therefore rooted in, and an (educational) refraction of, the ebb and
69flow of the class struggle.

702 The problem of value arising in our research

71No doubt many of us in the mathematics education community have experience of what we
72believe are progressive, ‘useful’ developments in mathematics teaching and learning being
73sacrificed by political and government authorities, or just falling by the wayside as the
74inertia of the system seems to swallow up innovations and even apparently effective
75teaching and teachers: Assessment and examinations, and wider social and political
76interests, are often at the heart of this retrenchment (Williams, 2010). In such cases, some of
77us have perceived that the development of the education system has in some respects at
78certain times and in certain places even ‘gone backwards’—I have in mind back-to-basics
79movements and policies globally but also the abandonment of investigations, problem
80solving and modelling projects and coursework recently in England, for instance. It seems
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81that critical mathematics education needs to understand better and take account of this
82wider social, state, governmental and multi-institutional cultural context: We need to
83understand what we are up against. When I say ‘we’ here I imply a certain ideological,
84critical stance on what mathematics education is for, or should be for; I thus align myself
85with critical trends that argue that mathematics education might help understand and
86perhaps alleviate ignorance, oppression and so on (for instance, Skovsmose, 1994).
87A striking feature of some recent research I was involved in was the way in which values
88played a key mediating role in learners’ and teachers’ identity, in shaping choices and
89pedagogies, and above all in constraining institutional decisions and practices (Hernandez-
90Martinez et al., 2011a; Williams, 2011b). We came to identify themes related to values: The
91‘currency’ of mathematics grades as a means to gaining access to certain highly valued
92courses (e.g. medicine) or institutions (e.g. elite universities), or as a means to enhance
93one’s curriculum vita and future career prospects, versus the ‘use’ of mathematics as a
94means to understand or practise competently, e.g. in engineering or science. Rather loosely,
95we called these themes ‘exchange’ value (relating to the possibility that a grade can be used
96to ‘purchase’ entry to a course) and ‘use’ value (relating to the competence and
97understanding required to use and apply mathematics in practice), respectively. These
98terms were not meant yet in the technical, economic sense (to be developed below), yet
99they connected with the ‘exchange value’ paid to institution and to the teacher who is
100performance managed in an institutional culture of payment by results predominating in
101England in our research study. Then there is the ‘enjoyment’ of mathematics (which we can
102relate to the use value of mathematics in the process of consumption). The point is that
103these various values often came into conflict, causing sometimes palpable distress for
104learners and teachers (see Williams Q2et al., 2008; Williams, 2011b).
105In general, teaching to the test and preparation for high stakes examinations—and what
106we associated with ‘transmissionist’ teaching—dominated lessons (Pampaka et al., 2011a).
107While we found no evidence that this damaged the learners’ test scores, we did find an
108association with declining dispositions towards studying mathematics. The test-taking game
109of schooling has explicitly and profoundly entered the micro-discourses of lessons with
110adolescent, pre-university and university ‘advanced’ mathematics classes of students
111particularly. Our research suggests that compared to informal assessment through project
112work, this has a damaging effect on students’ engagement with and understanding of
113mathematics (see Hernandez-Martinez et al., 2011b).
114A typical example in my field notes comes from an ‘advanced’ mathematics class where
115the students were learning about geometric progressions and series. This class was for the
116selected students that (a) have survived selective examinations at the age of 16 at a
117sufficiently high level (i.e. less than 20% of the population take such an advance course)
118and (b) have chosen mathematics as an option, usually because of its potential value for
119them in gaining a university entrance qualification (an example of what I call is its
120‘exchange value’). Thus, the majority of the population have already dropped out by the
121time the adolescent learner gets to this advanced stage.
122The teacher pointed out the formulae for the nth term and the sum to n terms of the
123series with first term A and common ratio r, saying: “I could prove this to you but you don’t
124need to know that: they’ll never ask you”. The class proceeded to use the formulae to find
125the nth term and sum to n terms of the series in routine exercises. For instance, one problem
126posits a geometric series 2, x, 18,… and the problem is to find x. This was expected to be
127reduced to an algebraic exercise applying the formulae in A and r. Thus, A and r are to be
128found (using equations A=2, Ar=x and Ar²=18) and hence x deduced. Alternative
129approaches were not considered or discussed: The concept of a geometric model or mean as
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130such did not enter the discourse—neither this nor applications outside mathematics are on
131the syllabus, so neither was considered nor taught. A series of similar but increasingly
132difficult example problems was presented where each can be solved by reduction to
133equations using the formulae, and the students tackled these, while the teacher circulated
134and helped individuals. The teacher used examples that caused trouble to alert the whole
135class to specific technical difficulties; in some cases, logarithms were needed, for instance.
136In the following weeks, the students prepared for their end-of-module test, which included
137such examples that can be solved using this procedure (though the students must
138discriminate between arithmetic and geometric progressions and retrieve the correct
139formulae from the sheet provided). By and large if the students have good enough prior
140grades and the students work hard, the learners pass quite well, and most are happy with
141their educational progress.
142But sometimes as the course modules proceed, there are test questions that are described
143as ‘harder’ that they say demand ‘deeper understanding’—and these tend to cause trouble.
144Such questions can sometimes be regarded by students and teacher as ‘unfair’, if they are at
145all unusual or different. However, in a moment of doubt, the teacher told us that he felt that
146he was to some extent to blame for such troubles because he—actually he says it is the
147system as well as his role in it—did not give enough time for the students to develop
148‘understanding’. In our research project, we looked at mathematics education across five
149case study colleges and surveyed approximately 90 teachers and 1,700 students nationally:
150We concluded that exceptions to this case were very rare. We concluded that the norm was
151a system focussed on teaching procedures to the test at the expense of understanding,
152discourse, investigation or modelling and problem solving and that this was encouraged by
153the whole system of performance evaluation by ‘league table’ results and associated
154examination and management technologies in England. We analysed this as the influence of
155the currency or ‘exchange’ value of mathematics qualifications for the various stakeholders
156and institutions: students who need the grades for university entrance, schools whose
157reputation (and funding) depend on their students’ successes and teachers whose
158performance is carefully line-managed in the light of assessment data (for details of this

classroom and analyses of the learning and pedagogy, see Williams, 2008 Q3=Q4; Pampaka et al.,
1602011a; Pampaka, Williams, & Hutcheson, 2011b).
161But now, in our most recent Transmaths project, my colleagues and I followed students
162across the transition to university courses: Here one finds academics complaining that
163students have been taught instrumentally—‘understanding’ is now at a premium, and even
164students with good grades may find the mathematics expected of them very demanding,
165perhaps too demanding. While their grades got them into a course to study a
166mathematically demanding subject, the use of their mathematics often then proves suspect.
167Many of the mathematically demanding courses we studied (across 13° programmes in five
168universities in England) found ways to help students who struggled with the mathematics
169components of these courses, at least in the first year, providing extra support and even one-
170to-one tuition if necessary and thereafter helped them to avoid more challenging
171mathematics components, providing a degree pathway, grade or title that allowed flexibility
172as to their quality of mathematics. At its most extreme, however, the university system may
173fail the student at this point, but in practice we found such threatened students looking for
174other ways forward, finding an alternative university or degree course (see Pampaka et al.,
1752011b for some analysis of the transition).
176In one case, we found a student who had chosen a ‘hard’ science course mainly because
177they thought it would look good for their vita/CV, and when they found they could not
178cope, they opted for an alternative career path in the army. Of course such students lead to
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179loss of income for the institution, and such losses are a concern for university management.
180Too high a dropout rate also may draw attention and loss of value in other ways too; it has
181to be said that our research found it remarkably difficult to track down data on such drop
182out because the institutions do not make such data easily available.
183Thus, at university too the conflicts between the currency and use of mathematics
184continued to mediate decision making by learners, lecturers and managers. The question is:
185how to understand these values and value conflicts from a critical perspective? One could
186consider a number of theoretical foundations from which to approach this; the concepts of
187exchange and use led naturally to Marx and to two perspectives on education that draw on
188these concepts. In this paper, I will examine this problem from the theoretical perspectives
189of Marxist social psychology (Vygotsky and Leontiev’s CHAT) and of Bourdieu,
190respectively, with a view to illuminating this problem itself, but also leading to a
191comparison and contrast between the two theoretical perspectives.

1923 Cultural–historical activity theory

193The corpus of cultural–historical activity theory we refer to begins with the attempts of the
194Russian troika (Vygotsky, Luria and Leontiev) to create a Marxist ‘cultural psychology’,
195apparently supported philosophically by a re-examination of Hegelian and Marxian
196dialectics, inter alia by Lenin and Ilyenkov (see Ilyenkov, 2009). Since this work was so
197often partially ‘read’ in translation in the West, it will be necessary to revisit it, especially
198insofar as concepts of ‘value’, education and labour are concerned. I will argue that a
199misreading of Vygotsky fundamentally turns his psychology from ‘in the beginning was the
200deed’ to in the beginning was the word meaning (dangerously close to conscious or verbal
201‘thought’ in the idealist tradition Marx criticised!). For Vygotsky, as for Marx, the
202motivated action/deed in practice is primary, and consciousness then arises as the mediator
203leading to new actions, thus: action–thought–action (Vygotsky, 1986). Therefore, as Lenin
204and Ilyenkov develop the Hegelian thesis, logic/Logic is the necessary outcome of human
205engagement in practice: Even the law of distributivity of ‘and’ over ‘or’ is held to be a
206necessary consequence of practical engagements of millions of humans in activity engaging
207with the objective—natural as well as social—world. The essence of the cultural–historical
208perspective and the genetic law as Vygotsky has it then is that social practice is the source
209of consciousness, especially all higher (volitional and verbally mediated, logical and
210conceptual) mental functions, and so in the development of mind it is cultural activity that
211pre-figures the development of the higher cognitive functions, including all language and
212mathematics.
213Vygotsky (1978, p 52) quotes Lenin on Hegel (1961 Q5, pp 190 and 217) as follows:

214215It (Hegel’s syllogism: JW’s comment) has to be inverted: the practical activity of man
216had to lead his consciousness to the repetition of the various logical figures thousands
217of millions of times in order that these figures could obtain the significance of
218axioms… Precisely (and only) on account of this thousand million fold repetition,
219these figures have the stability of a prejudice, an axiomatic character.
220

221But we note for Vygotsky and Luria, ‘everyday practice’ was the birthplace of everyday
222conceptions and of common sense logical thinking and so in many cases inadequate and
223certainly inadequate for scientific conceptions and practice. As Marx argues, if everyday
224surface perceptions of the world were sufficient, then we would not need science at all
225(Vygotsky, 1978, p 173 quotes Marx on this). For Vygotsky and Leontiev, then schooling
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226and schools exist to engage learners in humanity’s culturally most advanced, scientific
227knowledge, conceptions and thinking, through scientific practice. Ultimately (in the
228adolescent stage) this implies engagement in scientific practices from which ‘theoretical’,
229‘true’ or ‘scientific’ conceptions might develop. Science/theory is here understood to be the
230hallmark of modern human culture and hence modern consciousness held to be prerequisite
231for socialism. Science and scientific concepts allow one to go beneath the surface, beyond
232superficial or purely empirical understandings of everyday practice, to build and work with
233theoretical models that yield robust, science-based implications in and for practice. For me,
234this gets to the heart of the ‘use value’—or potential use value—of mathematics education
235as a tool for ushering in scientific, theoretical thinking and practice, i.e. scientific labour.
236But here please note: One can use the term ‘use’ loosely, as we did above to describe our
237empirical work, but for Marx ‘use’ was also an attribute of commodities under capitalism—
238their use (in the ordinary sense now) being realised in consumption. I have argued
239elsewhere and here build on the argument (Williams, Q62011a, b) that mathematics is not only
240useful in this everyday sense but actually technically in Marx’s sense becomes a ‘use value’
241of mathematically enhanced ‘labour power’, a rather special commodity owned by the
242worker, rather than the capitalist, but partially ‘consumed’ in capitalist production (i.e. it is
243consumed as labour time but uniquely produces more than the value required to reproduce
244it: hence surplus value and profit). As such mathematics also acquires the exchange value,
245attribute of this commodity and use and exchange value come into classic Marxian
246theoretical contradictions. Class interests, for instance, emerge in the production of labour
247power… but more of this later.
248How did Leont’ev (1978, 1981) conceptualise activity/consciousness and the develop-
249ment of the mind in adolescence? First of all, one must understand ‘activity’ as both
250concrete material acts and actions in a social practice (its observable, material and objective
251form) and as a movement of the human psyche, as ‘goal’ and ‘motivation’ (it is ideal,
252human subjective and intersubjective form). Leontiev is explicit that an activity is
253essentially determined by its ‘object’: Without an object, there is no activity, and the object
254consists of the dialectical opposition of the material stuff to be transformed by action/
255activity together with its idealised, humanly envisaged outcome that is its goals and
256motivation. Labour engages a collective in joint activity (with a collective ‘motive’) realised
257in practice through a series of individual (‘goal’ directed, conscious) actions enacted in
258order to transform and change the object, but only in order to effect a transformation of the
259object into a previously envisaged outcome: This is the true ‘motive’ of the collective
260activity. Thus, when a building company makes a house, there is a series of actions on
261materials, each one goal-directed and an essential part of the collective, whole activity
262whose motive was previously envisaged as a house, based on some ideal model or plan of
263the house to be built. Note the importance of motives, goals, imagined outcomes and thus
264emotions and needs to be satisfied. But also notice the material form of actions on objects.
265For mathematical practices to become meaningful from this perspective, activity requires an
266envisaged outcome, plan or design that meets some real need, in practice. In the ideal case
267(see my account of Leontiev’s ‘primal hunt’ in Williams Q7& Wake, 2007), the various
268conscious goals of all the individual actors/actions are well coordinated with the social,
269collective ‘motive’—but in general in modern life, there are contradictions between
270different conscious goals and the social motive, due to a complex division of labour; these
271contradictions provide for the process of change and development, both of the activity as a
272whole but also for the consciousness and goals of individuals involved.
273Vygotsky and Leontiev probably developed these notions most fully in the context of
274their joint work on pre-school play, but here I want to adopt their presentation of adolescent
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275activity including ‘schooling’, which often appears quintessentially semiotic. Leont’ev
276(1981) describes the issue of motives and the object of activity in schooling as follows: A
277student is reading, nay studying, ‘acting on’ an object, say a school history text (the reader
278may translate: for history read mathematics): We can see the operational act of reading, and
279we can infer the conscious ‘goal’ of the student’s action is to learn some history, but what is
280the social content of the activity involved, what is its social motive? (For a more detailed
281account and case study, see Black et al., 2010).
282Let us see what happens when the student’s friend asks him why he is studying this text—
283does he not know that this text is no longer on the exam syllabus? Leontiev considers two
284possibilities here. The student may cast the text aside in disgust (the motive of their activity was
285apparently ‘schooling’, based on exam performance and winning prizes). Alternatively,
286the student is reluctant to leave the text, or continues their study: In such a case, the
287act of studying history may have acquired a new motive and so be constituted as part
288of a new, different activity. Perhaps the student will say they are ‘studying history for
289its own sake’. Leontiev hints that the meaning of the study of human history has
290some deeper social motive or human essence, perhaps for an understanding of the
291human condition, its prospects for survival etc. Indeed, one now recognises how the
292adolescent can develop new motives and new activities from schooling: One may
293begin with one motive/goal but even without being consciously aware shift to another,
294more grown up, more socially meaningful and essential motive. Leontiev argues then,
295after Vygotsky, that ‘development’ involves such personal growth: Indeed, the
296definition of person-hood or self (they actually used the term ‘personality’ which I
297will avoid here for obvious reasons) they gave was the hierarchy of activities that a
298person engages with.1 Thus, the development of the mathematical psyche of the
299adolescent, in this view, involves engagement in the most advanced, most valuable,
300collective, mathematical activities possible, and motivation is the single most critical
301issue. As Vygotsky has it:

302303The tasks with which society confronts an adolescent as he enters the cultural,
304professional, and civic world of adults undoubtedly become an important factor in the
305emergence of conceptual thinking. If the milieu presents no such tasks to the
306adolescent… his thinking fails to reach the highest stages, or reaches them with great
307delay. (Vygotsky, 1986, p 108).
308

309Now we can make sense of Vygotsky’s dictum that all ‘good learning is in advance of
310development’: The purpose of schooling for the adolescent is to lead their development
311through engagement in new, more culturally advanced, collective activity, engaging with
312new more developed, social motives that transform school actions into more socially and
313culturally meaningful activity.
314Recall that for Vygotsky, the adolescent phase of development was characterised by (a) a
315shift in the whole arrangement of their intellectual functions around new motives (adult
316sexual and other relationships, work etc.) and (b) the principal new interest that school
317could offer being logical thought and theoretical, or scientific, concepts which raise the
318status of the adolescent’s thinking to that of an equal to the culturally most developed adult.
319It is vital to recognise two features of this: First, Vygotsky was acutely aware that school
320concepts tend to pure ‘verbalism’. For him, after Hegel and Marx, a ‘true’ concept is only

1 I am aware that there is scholarship that points to some relevant differences between Leontiev and
Vygotsky and even between Marx and Engels: For the purposes of this paper, I avoid such controversies, and
this account sticks to material on which they appear to agree.
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321complete when it ‘ascends to the concrete’: that is, a conception must be made meaningful
322by virtue of its work in practice, i.e. in activity. Thus, the entire schooling, work-to-the-test,
323would be pure verbalism and not ‘true’ conceptual thinking. Second, even in the
324revolutionary times, Vygotsky lived in—let alone those of Leontiev—school activity
325tended to become separated from the ‘real’ more culturally advanced activity that
326adolescents might be motivated to engage with: There was therefore always the danger
327that motives would not be engaged and students’ development would be frustrated and
328become ‘dysfunctional’ (Leont’ev, 1981). In fact, as Vygotsky recognised, the full
329engagement, or better, synthesis of education with labour would have to await socialist
330development: Perhaps the ‘new man/woman’ of communism might overcome these splits
331and contradictions.2

332333New generations and new forms of their education represent the main route which
334history will follow whilst creating the new type of man… Collectivism, the
335unification of intellectual and Q8physical labour, a change in the relationship between
336the sexes, the abolition of the gap between physical and intellectual development,
337these are the key aspects of the alteration of man that is the subject of our discussion.
338(Vygotsky, in van der Veer and Valsiner, 1994, pp 181–182).
339

340To sum up then, Vygotsky and Leontiev would interpret the emphasis we have noted on
341the currency or exchange value of mathematics as an exercise in getting the grades on the
342test as a failure of the institution to develop the motives of mathematics beyond schooling,
343as ‘pure verbalism’, and as dysfunctional. They would, I infer, have seen the work of
344overcoming this dysfunction as an essential task of their revolution.
345Davydov and his followers in subsequent generations added a key notion for us:
346The idea that mathematics adds some key features to that of theoretical concepts and
347thinking—especially through mathematical models and modelling. Davydov (1990)
348notably re-conceptualised Krutetski’s notion of the ‘gifted mathematician’: He argued that
349‘all’ that was involved in the so-called gift was genuinely ‘theoretical’ thinking in
350mathematical problem solving and that with appropriate learning all students could and
351should be brought to this level of development.
352Subsequently as translations of Russian CHAT literature began to reach the West, Cole,
353Engestrom, Werstch and others began an integration of this work—along with the
354Bakhtinian school—into educational and social research, where ideas of a new generation
355of CHAT emerged. Engestrom (1987) is widely cited as one principal synthesiser in this
356later era. Inter alia, he gets to the core of the dysfunctionality of schooling and identifies its
357primary contradiction—between the use and exchange value of the commodified objects of
358school education (mirrored in all public services where accountability is mediated by
359measures that give a cash equivalent form to the learning outcomes: see Power, cited in
360Williams, 2010). Thus, the value of objects of schooling—mastery of texts etc.—when
361divorced from their use in practical activity becomes reduced to a currency symbolised in
362grades, exam scores and all the distortions that accompany such a system. Engestrom
363specifically refers to use and exchange value in the schooling and health contexts. But we
364must again be careful of calling this ‘exchange value’ in Marx’s technical economic sense:
365The certificates and grades students are awarded do not have ‘use’ to be consumed in
366themselves and cannot be actually ‘exchanged’ as such; rather, they are symbolic of some

2 Having said this, educational psychologists in the Soviet Union that raised such social/sociological
dimensions and issues were prone to losing their chairs or their heads: This whole side of theorisation was
therefore underdeveloped in AT in the USSR.
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367value that inheres in the individual awarded the grade or certificate, which ultimately refers
368to the value of their labour power, which is a commodity properly speaking [Thus
369according to Marx, the source of all value is labour power and labour time, a commodity
370bought from the labourer with wages by the capitalist entrepreneur who uses it to create
371commodities which embody a surplus value and thus sell at a profit.]
372The question of overcoming the split between education/schooling and practice/labour
373was explicitly taken up by Engestrom ( Q91991): This remains a key feature of activity theory
374and CHAT in education today. Particularly in mathematics education, an important focus
375for those inspired by Vygotsky or CHAT has been the relationships between mathematics in
376school and activity in the home, in everyday, or in workplace mathematics. Additionally,
377key themes have been mathematics made concrete, or crystallised in artefacts and tools, and
378mathematics made powerful in theoretical–scientific–technological practices. Typically,
379critical (mathematics) educators argue for a kind of (mathematical) literacy: for
380(mathematics) education to help youngsters perceive how knowledge (mathematics) can
381be powerful and can help them to understand and control their social and emerging adult
382lives (e.g. Skovsmose, 1994).
383More rarely, critical mathematics educators have pointed to how mathematics education
384is often, perhaps mostly and usually, in practice, alien and alienating for young students and
385adolescents. Lave and McDermott (2002) pointed out—drawing on the Marx’s early essay
386‘Estranged labour’ in his 1844 manuscripts—that the educational establishment has made
387learning alienating just as the factory made labour alienating. This is more than an analogy.
388As I argued (Williams, 2011a, b), the state institutionalises ‘learning’ in schools as a system
389for manufacturing new generations of labour power, and this necessarily implies alienation
390of the learner to the extent that they learn to labour, that is, they learn to enhance their
391market status and labour power for a labour market. This then prompts an analysis of the
392products of education as commodities, albeit special kinds of commodities like labour
393power. The students makes themselves into commodities by treating their labour power as a
394commodity for the labour market, their credentials as symbols of the enhanced,
395‘distinguished’ exchange value of their labour power and their learning as an investment
396of their time and energy in acquiring value, particularly in competition with others in
397preparation for a competitive labour market. This competition with others ultimately
398alienates the learner from other learners and even from their own learning and so from
399themselves.
400Of course there remains the contradictory ‘use’ element of labour power here too:
401Labour still has use value to the extent that it will be consumed in the labour process in
402making commodities and so must be useful and usable before it is in any way marketable.
403Ultimately in the classic Marxist analysis of the competitive labour market, mathematics
404must prove its potential use if it is to continue to command market value. Additionally,
405however, if mathematics enhances labour power, it also, in Marx’s analysis, may lead to the
406undermining of the system, as it may enhance the power—particularly in this case the
407intellectual power—of the proletariat. This is the central contradiction that can give critical
408educators some hope: If mathematics enhances intellectual labour power, it may also
409enhance the capacity of labourers to be critical.
410However, this is not ‘all’: The liberal view of education as the development of citizenry
411more broadly should not be denied its place here. The next generation of labour learns also
412how to behave, how to consume and how to ‘do’ leisure (all riven with the same primary
413contradictions between use and exchange). For Marx, labour and production are at the
414forefront, but re-production, consumption, distribution and exchange are all integral parts of
415the economic process. As Althusser and others argue, capitalism would not have survived
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416and would not continue to survive, if it did not continually reproduce the conditions
417required, and this includes the re-production of a requisite cohort of labourers, on a
418generational as well as daily timescale. We need to understand this process in more depth
419than the previous discussion offers: How does the economic (production) system shape the
420re-production (education) system?
421In the context of education and other fields of re-production, Bourdieu is the leading
422protagonist in theorising cultural aspects of what he calls ‘capital’. If we are to understand
423how the education system gives cultural value to mathematics, we have to understand its
424cultural ‘capital’.

4254 Bourdieu’s sociology of education

426In the above narrative, it took us a long time to get to mathematics education as a field of
427production of some kind of ‘exchange value’ because labour power is not a commodity like
428other commodities, sold by capitalists on the market. In fact it is not usually sold at all until
429education is largely over—and the state is clearly central in mediating this re-production (as
430Marx says, in part protecting the next generation of labour from the rapaciousness of the
431individual capitalist’s tendency to exhaust its workforce). For the most part in the CHAT
432perspective, the ‘use’ of education as a process of the cultural development of the child was
433prominent even if implicit. Now, with Bourdieu, use value will appear to disappear.
434Bourdieu’s sociology goes straight to the process of exchange and of the value of
435‘cultural’ capitals in the fields he analyses (including education) and of their exchange rates
436in the field of power, ultimately economic and monetary power in capitalism. For instance,
437economic capital helps the dominant classes to develop their children’s educational capital:
438They spend money to help advance their educational careers, the children and parents
439thereby work to exchange economic capital into ‘educational capital’. Already at school
440entry, we know that middle class children are better attuned to school activity and
441discourses by virtue of their parents’ pedagogic work: In part, this is a function of the
442family’s economic as well as cultural capital, not only having the spare time but also the
443educational competence to prepare their children. Bourdieu says that their children have the
444appropriately structured habitus (especially by virtue of their linguistic capital, but in later
445years mathematics capital becomes prominent) that gives them a natural ‘feel for the game’
446of school, i.e. that their habitus matches the structures of the educational field.
447For him, the educational field is a system of structured, structuring relations in which
448power is determined by the relative cultural ‘capital’ accorded to positions—or individuals
449who occupy these positions—in the field. Such capital is constitutive of the ‘arbitrary’
450superiority of the dominant classes and is reproduced from generation to generation
451(Bourdieu & Passeron, 1977; Bourdieu, 1977, 1998 Q10). To the extent that the educational
452field of power is arbitrary, i.e. to the extent that it excludes the dominated from access to
453educational capital and, eventually, desirable social positions, it inflicts a ‘symbolic
454violence’ on them. His close analysis of the French education system (in the 1960 and
4551970s) shows how the lower classes were indeed systematically excluded. His statistical
456analysis reveals the ‘objective’ facts of class exclusion (with significant individual
457exceptions ‘proving the rule’) and the importance of linguistic capital in the process.
458But his ethnographies also reveal the subjective side of the habitus that comes to be
459preferred or marginalised: In the main, the dominated habitus comes to feel that the
460classroom or university is ‘not for the likes of us’, but—because there are notable
461exceptions—this is accepted as by and large their own choice or preference—the violence is
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462inflicted with their tacit consent and so is ‘symbolic’. Willis (1981/1977) elegantly showed
463how the last thing the ‘lads’ want to become is like the passive, effeminate, middle class
464kids who listen to every word of the teacher—who they called the ear ’oles (nowadays in
465England they might be called ‘swats’ or maybe even geeks).
466A particular aspect of Bourdieu’s analysis of the educational field was the contemporary
467significance of linguistic capital: Thus, the competence to write a certain kind of essay, with
468‘flair’ and ‘originality’, was what got you ahead in the educational ‘game’ at the top level.
469These things cannot, so goes the dominant view, be simply ‘taught’. Thus, the very
470competences that schools deny to the students are in the end ‘what counts’ in the top
471examinations and what is distinguished at the highest level. But we note also that Bourdieu

in his later work (e.g. 1987/1990 Q11=Q12, 2000/2005) suggests that it is mathematics (more than
473language as such) that has become the marketable, educational ‘capital’ that many students
474need to get access to the preferred courses and higher institutions. Thus, mathematics
475becomes a new cultural capital of this educational field, which inflicts symbolic violence to
476the extent that it reflects a power that is arbitrary, and hidden, or ‘misrecognised’. It is not
477the only such form of capital, however: Among the elite of elites eschewing the sciences
478can be a signal of distinction (one notes that fewer scientists than ever were recently elected
479to parliament and that the top tier of government rather reflects philosophy, politics and
480economics at Oxbridge).
481Another key insight in Bourdieu’s reflections on education is his emphasis on the
482examinations that select: It is absolutely important ideologically that the school system is
483perceived to be ‘fair’ and equitable at the same time as it inflicts symbolic violence on the
484dominated (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1977/1990). In fact, this is the very point of ‘symbolic’
485violence per se, i.e. that it is not (normally) recognised as such. The doxic experience of
486education—doxic insofar as it works because it is implicit and must not be exposed—might
487be explicitly formulated as follows, i.e. as ‘orthodoxy’: Those that have acquired
488mathematical competence can benefit themselves and others, and society in general, by
489being selected to learn more and contribute to the higher echelons of society. By the same
490token, those that have not acquired such competence, rather than being helped to acquire it,
491shall be deemed unfit as such and encouraged to see themselves better off elsewhere, or
492justifiably cast aside in extremis (maybe to the vocational courses or humanities …, or
493worse, God forbid, education).
494But the most important structural feature of this ‘violence’ is that it cannot, or must not,
495be recognised as arbitrary: The examinations must be seen to be fair and equitable, and this
496is one of the most important bastions of the system that must be protected at all costs,
497against all other competitive calls. All to the better if the students themselves come to
498recognise (that is ‘misrecognise’—in Bourdieu’s terminology) that they do not have the
499inclination for mathematics, that they will be happier elsewhere than in the rigorous and
500demanding—the most elite and selective—institutions, what with their ascetic ways,
501intellectual ‘cold baths’ and their associated strange, often seemingly disgusting, styles of
502consumption.
503In all this, though, we do not see a concept of ‘psychological development’ through
504education. There is little psychology in this account in general at all, and there is no ‘use
505value’ in learning and teaching in adolescence, as in CHAT. This is all about exchange, the
506market, competition and domination. In short, despite Bourdieu’s objections to being called
507a Marxist and his critiques of Marxism, his theoretical position is that of the critic of the
508bourgeois education system as essentially a reproducer of the class system, albeit in ever
509more sophisticated cultural forms that serve the, always essential, misrecognition. Having
510searched through many Bourdieu texts, I have yet to find more than a few almost trivial
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511references to the ‘use’ of education or knowledge for society and production per se, though
512there are occasional references to the ‘no doubt’ technical value of education to
513‘competence’ and the efficiency of production. His point is that qualifications that
514distinguish and privilege the elite are essentially arbitrary in that they maintain the arbitrary
515domination of the elites but in some fields must carry the functionality that serves to
516maintain the doxic beliefs that the elites are not in fact arbitrary. Thus, functionality is
517always juxtaposed with cultural capital (so refracting economic capital and exchange value)
518and its associated symbolic violence. Thus, referring to the ‘nomination’ of the elites via
519titles and accreditation in the education system:

520521In fact, the technocratic illusion is partially justified, and .. the effect of
522misrecognition at the basis of the magical efficacy of titles, and .. the symbolic
523violence of all acts of nomination, is only possible because titles also certify the
524acquisition of technical skills… Titled individuals are legitimate titulars of
525exceptional positions, but to a certain extent they also possess uncommon technical
526competences, which provide a foundation for their monopoly. We also note that the
527market value of a title, however fully it may depend on the power of symbolic
528imposition, is always partially determined by the scarcity of the concomitant technical
529skill in the market.
530531Having said this, we cannot establish once and for all and for all cases how much of
532each of the forms of academically guaranteed competence is strictly technical skill
533and how much strictly social dignity. (Bourdieu, 1989/1997, pp 118–119)
534

535But then, according to Bourdieu, the rules of the game that must not be spoken
536can come to be spoken about. How? Through his own sociological analysis!
537Alongside all this ‘contemplation’ of society, then there is an activist—albeit a
538reflexive–sociologist–activist—at heart. Bourdieu sees himself as one who works to
539bring the unsaid and unsayable into the range of discourse, to make the doxa
540challengeable and to take conscious control of the most powerful aspects of the
541habitus (its hidden, unconscious side). In fact, he stresses the role of the scientist of
542the practice, ‘outside’ of and objectifying the practice: Only through such science
543might the objective facts about the true relations in society be made knowable
544(Bourdieu, 1996). Only by escaping the worldview of the practitioner caught up in the
545flow of the game, only by standing aside from the habitus of those that know and feel the
546game from the inside, can one find the objective essence of the field. In this, one might
547argue that he was well aligned with Marx’s concept not only of the radical intellectual but
548also of the Vygotskyan and CHAT (as in Davydov) perspective on what constitutes
549‘theoretical’, in contrast to ‘everyday’, concepts, as described above.
550What is more, Bourdieu finds a powerful role for mathematical analysis in his own
551statistical work—in his own methodological practice as a critical and reflexive sociologist.
552He thereby makes clear for us that mathematics is crucially useful for escaping the
553misrecognition necessarily involved in everyday subjectivity, for instance by helping to
554uncover and objectify the gruesome, statistical facts of exclusion of the dominated in the
555educational process. I cannot find this reflection anywhere in Bourdieu’s writings: Almost
556nowhere can one discern that education after all provides him (and presumably then others)
557with the useful capacity of mathematics that may allow one to penetrate into the essence or
558truth of society and so to a science of society. Nor does Bourdieu deal much with
559consciousness, a crucial aspect or ‘moment’ in activity according to CHAT and surely
560crucial to understanding how economic and cultural values become internalised and hence
561mediate learning and motivation.
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562To sum up, Bourdieu offers us a way to understand how the field of power and the
563economy come to structure social fields such as education and how the economy and the
564dominator-dominated relations are refracted in power relations and positioning in the
565educational field. This complements the theory of CHAT that provides a conceptualisation
566of learning and development of the adolescent into a labourer and the possibly critical
567contradictions in values that are thereby internalised. The task is to bring these two
568complementary perspectives to bear on the theory of educational values.

5695 Comparison, contrast and synthesis of CHAT and Bourdieu

570I am not the first to look to bring CHAT and Bourdieu into a combination or a synthesis. In
571search of a theory of identity, agency and culture, Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner and Cain
572(1998) draw on aspects of Vygotsky, Bakhtin and Bourdieu (and in fact modern work on
573cultural models more widely) in their theory of Figured Worlds. Their concern is with the
574development of a notion of ‘identities in practice’, and they begin with an enunciation of
575Vygotskyan activity theory proper in regard to practice, activity, semiotic mediation and the
576‘zone of proximal development’.
577In their view, Bourdieu’s concept of the field needs Vygotsky to account for how the societal
578enters the subjective psyche, and this is what Vygotsky’s semiotic mediation and internalisation
579offers. Because the positions in the (presumably ‘external’, though ideal as well as material,
580objective) field come to be ‘symbolised’ in Figured Worlds, they are in practice internalised,
581and in Holland et al.’s terms, they become culturally ‘figured’. The concept of figuration here is,
582in our view, intimately connected with language, imagination and themediating, ideal objects of
583interaction: Thus, they link between the external and the internal—they structure and mediate
584both the outside/intermental and inside/intramental—in one concept, that of Figure (very much
585as Vygotsky did with the unit of speech and thought termed ‘word meaning’).
586However, their particular synthesis does not meet the task in hand here, namely
587understanding value. Recall: We seek to explain the way that the use and exchange values
588of mathematical labour power in society is produced and come to mediate the activity of
589mathematics education. CHAT already (credibly) claims to be a social psychology, but I
590argue that, compared with the analytical framework of Bourdieu’s capitals, its sociology is
591underdeveloped for our purposes. That is, there are sociological assumptions implicit in
592CHAT—or much of early CHAT at any rate—that need to be elaborated; the foundational
593assumptions neglect the ongoing success of capitalism and the significance of the
594educational field as a reproducer of social relations rather than a tool of social liberation.
595Bourdieu’s theory provides a sociology that addresses some of these key concerns: It is
596especially insightful in terms of how the currency (refracted exchange value) of
597mathematics functions as educational ‘capital’ and how this is shaped sociologically in
598the educational field(s) and its contemporary institutions. But having said this, Bourdieu
599seems to marginalise the potential of mathematics to help develop scientific, theoretical
600thinking that might help counter orthodoxy and even support critical reflexivity. I argue that
601critical educators need to make explicit the use value of mathematics to critical sociology
602and ultimately to the formation of class consciousness by enhancing the intellectual power
603and critical faculties of adolescents and future labourers.
604Our motivation in the introduction leads us now to a synthesis of Vygotsky and CHAT’s
605tradition with Bourdieusian sociology in a combined theory of educational value. Starting with
606CHATand working into Bourdieu, then one might look to an extension of CHAT to incorporate
607Bourdieu’s sociology in the style of Holland et al. This is a sociological extension of the model of
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608education that can incorporate the CHAT perspective on the ‘cultural development of the mind’,
609which rests on the ‘use’ of mathematics as a tool for the critical, scientific examination of society
610(as well as nature). Such a move must, however, recognise the importance of the fundamental
611contradictions within mathematical labour power as a commodity: As such, mathematics
612provides a cultural arbitrary for exchange just as much as it provides use value, it constrains as
613well as affords and it inflicts symbolic violence and orthodoxy (think ‘derivatives’) as much as it
614reveals, or serves to construct, objective social truths.
615On the other hand, starting with Bourdieu and working into CHAT, as it were, the
616development of mind through education might become the social–psychological expression
617of the Bourdieusian critique of re-production of the dominant social relations. Thus, the
618purpose in developing the mind of the student is, inter alia, to develop the critical reflexive
619sociologist. In this case, the practical work to be done is to engage the dominated with the
620mathematics of reflexive sociology, by making the field of power in its many
621manifestations an object of mathematical and theoretical study.
622In either case, what emerges for us is the dual but contradictory value of mathematics
623education in the re-production of labour power—as an exchange value of capital in the
624educational field and as a use value in the development of mind, i.e. of the consciousness of
625the worker. What holds back the progressive potential of mathematics as a theoretical tool is
626the very arbitrary exchange value it commands and in virtue of which it mediates symbolic
627violence on the dominated, especially through their apparently voluntary self-exclusion
628from mathematical activity. Critical educators can challenge this: by encouraging
629accessibility of mathematics for all (actually ‘de-valuing’ mathematics by making it
630ubiquitous), by arguing against competition and selection, by campaigning for more ‘time’
631for education, by arguing for and developing ‘use’ of mathematics and by directing
632mathematics at contemporary social problems (climate change, economic and social
633collapse, exploitation, slave trade, corruption, racism, sexism etc.).
634But the foregoing analysis suggests that critical mathematics educators will find
635resistance on all these fronts and from many quarters. The contradictions in the values
636involved will lead forces of domination to emphasise competition for scarce resources,
637‘freedoms’ of the privileged, separation of education of the elite from the mass and so on.
638Behold: class warfare in activity in educational field and in the consciousnesses of the
639students and workers engaged there.

6406 Conclusion

641No doubt there will be those within the educational research CHAT community who will
642see Bourdieu as an unnecessary accoutrement and even more probably vice versa. But this
643argument has suggested that there are weaknesses in each that beg a synthesis of both
644perspectives. My argument here is that this is done by understanding the CHAT perspective
645on social psychology within a Marxist and Bourdieusian analysis of education as re-
646production of capitalism and the perspective that the educational field thereby refracts the
647economic (use and exchange) value contradictions into class contradictions mediated by
648cultural, educational ‘capital’ in Bourdieu’s sense. Educational ‘capital’, I argue, has its
649‘use’ and ‘exchange’ value that can become economic ‘use and exchange value’ when it
650enhances the commodity labour power. The enhancement of this educational ‘use’ value is
651the subversive element that threatens capitalism: It belongs to the labourer and can
652potentially be applied critically to expose the truth of domination in the manner that makes
653Bourdieu’s own work critical.
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654In practice then, the CHAT activist may be faced with the question of the geometric
655series as an enhancement of the use value of labour and the labourer (and of consumption
656and the consumer). The critical teacher, teacher educator, text author etc. of the geometric
657series might face the need to model phenomena such as interest rates, financial bubbles
658such as property and oil, the banking crisis, the power of derivatives and the cost of private
659financing of state services or the limits of natural resources and consequent climate change.
660But then, ultimately an analysis of the field of power in education, health and government
661are at issue in all these, Bourdieu’s sociology implies.
662For both these perspectives, mathematics must be understood as a theoretical tool, as a
663model for real tasks and problems in practice. Its concept meaning becomes absolutely
664vital, of course, and the formulae and procedures we teach are a minor part of this, if not a
665distraction. A critical approach to the problem of the geometric mean of 2 and 18 could take
666many approaches and mathematical forms (all symbolically equivalent to the equation 2:x=
667x:18), but all of them have at their heart the theoretical concept of common ratio and thus
668the discrete form of the multiplicative exponential function involved in growth, bubbles,
669interest etc. and their limits. The ‘use’ of the geometric progression is in mapping across all
670these contexts and seeing them as, in a sense, i.e. in a mathematical sense, the same.
671Activism then requires a challenge to the instrumental forms of mathematics
672predominating in the contemporary state education sector we studied. But on the other
673hand, we must also recognise pace Bourdieu that the field will deflect this activism and that
674the exchange value of mathematics in the educational field will focus the aspirant learner
675elsewhere, in the preparation for examinations and the acquisition of grades in competition
676with, rather than cooperation with their peers. Currently, this serves most individual learners
677ill, as they only subsequently find out they may have been playing the wrong game. But of
678course ultimately this is not the point, as the point is that the arbitrary nature of the
679educational competition serves to deflect the learners from coming to critically understand
680the world they face collectively.
681It may even be that the educational field—at least as it is institutionalised in schooling—
682is not the best field in which to practise education as we critical educators would like to
683know it. But this conclusion would reflect a defeat of critical education and may not yet be
684everywhere justified.
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